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by Ronnie E Cooper

Finally, brethren, whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely, whatsoever things
are of good report; if there be any
virtue, and if there be any praise,
think on these things. (Phil. 4:8, KJV)
What is right or correct about our
country? Able people who fear
God! If anything is good, it is
caused by such people who think
God’s thoughts after Him! They
will protect God given rights, not
replace God by trying to give
some of us rights at the expense
of others.
Moreover you shall select from all
the people able men, such as fear
God, men of truth, hating covetousness; and place such over them to be
rulers of thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of
tens. (Ex 18:21)
We are privileged to be able to
select such people. We lose this
privilege when we give it away by
letting ungodly people do the selections. We must vote (select) by
the way God designed the criteria
to work. This is God’s preference,
not his prejudice! We need to
learn His preferences, His designs for His creation.
We hear a lot about prejudice or
more specifically, prejudging specific issues or people without the
facts or context? Prejudice is not

neutral manmade choices. They
are for or against any subject or
group, usually opposite God’s design. Race is by definition
manmade prejudice, since only
one race was created, people
misuse the term as multiple
evolved groups which justifies
hate and separation from God.
Political parties and the news media are also having a field day
with their defined words like: bigot, religion, race, and politics.
God is not bigoted. A bigot has
strong conviction or prejudice, especially in matters of religion,
race, or politics. God does not fit
(Continued on page 6)

Live presentation at the
next ARKy meeting.
Come hear one of our newest
members give a talk for us on
“Cosmology: Creation vs. Evolution”. Kevin Hadsall is an active duty officer with the Air Force.
But his passion is for the Lord and
for the truth of His Word starting
with Genesis. October 10, 7PM at
ARKY’s house.
Learn more about Kevin and his
ministry at his Creation web site
http://www.creationmission.org/
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The Wonder of it All:
The Amazing Eye
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ing light conditions.
•

By Mark Jurkovich

Those who attended last month’s Arky meeting
were blessed with seeing all 4 sections of The
Institution for Creation Research (ICR)’s video
series on the human body
entitled “Made in His Image”. One of the four parts
was fully dedicated to just
the human eye, “Marvel of
the Eyes”.
Indeed, our
eyes are truly a marvel of
God’s loving creative work.

The lens: man made lenses have to move
fore and aft to adjust to varying focus
lengths. But God’s design for the lens is
flexible, using more muscles to change its
shape to adjust focal length. In addition,
the lens is made of transparent living tissue
that needs nutrients. So a special
transport system gets the oxygen
and nutrients that is itself also
transparent.
Rods and cones: an astounding 126 million of them to receive
the light in the back of the eye!
Man cannot even begin to imagine
how to get wiring that dense. Specially designed cells transfer the
light to the photo receptors in the
back. And the so called poor
backwards design claimed by evolutionists serves a vital function
filtering out harmful UV rays.
•

When you look at a baby
with those big bright eyes,
they really are big. A newborn’s eyes are already
75% of their full grown size.
Eyes are so complex and
need to function so well Ref: http://creation.com/seeing-back-to-front
from the start, God has
• Of course there is the highly complex, yet
them almost fully developed for a lifetime in
efficient process of converting the light to
the first 9 months of life!
electrical signals, the transfer of those sigEven in Darwin’s day they understood enough
nals to the brain, then the ability of the
about the complexity of the eye for him to debrain to convert these millions of signals to
clare “to suppose that the eye, with all its inimicoherent images many times a second.
table contrivances for adjusting the focus to
different distances, for admitting different
amounts of light, and for the correction of
spherical and chromatic aberration, could have
been formed by natural selection, seems, I
freely confess, absurd in the highest possible
degree.” Yet that is what he went on claim.
And now we know so much more complexity of
the eye that it is even more absurd to believe it
came about by means other than a divine designer.
Let’s briefly look at the some of the marvelous
design features of our eye and praise our savior for designing these marvels.
•

•

The cornea: More than just a protective layer for the eye, this transparent membrane
is a crucial first step in focusing the light
into your eye.
The iris: the colorful part of the eye is precisely controlled by muscles to automatically adjust the opening as needed for chang-

•

Then let’s not forget our eyelids. Much
more than just windshield wipers, they also
provide the marvelously designed moisturizer/lubricant with antibacterial properties.
(Continued on page 4)
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Approximation

An Art and a Science with History and Myth
by Ronnie E. Cooper

Approximation: n. 1. The act, process, or result
of approximating. 2. Mathematics. An inexact
result adequate for a given purpose.
Approximate: adj. 1. Almost exact, correct,
complete, or perfect. 2. Very similar; closely
resembling. 3. Close together; near.
The myth of approximation is usually given
without its error range, e.g., “the earth is estimated to be 4.5 Billion years old”, with an unstated error range of +/- 4.5 Billion years (or
more). The unstated error range gives the confidence level of the estimate, NOT very good in
this case.
The goal of good estimating is to approximate
closely and reduce the errors. The basis for the
error range is a combination of factors:
1.
Make supportable assumptions. Don’t
break the laws of science or logic.
2.
Are facts based on reliable history/
witnesses and cover the same period/area being estimated?
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To
approximate
something
requires
“Intelligence” to define what the required process to check results will be. The estimator
must state the problem and how it can be
shown to be wrong. Allocate manpower, time,
and other resources needed based on the estimate plan. Then the estimate must be revised
as time goes on to get closer to needed goal.
Make sure the numbers converge to a solution, not diverge out of control [thousands become millions become billions, etc].
As an example, estimate how old is the earth.
Use best history available, the Bible. Verify it
accuracy [the very best source of history
known]. Track the ages with individual error
ranges of people, kingdoms, and other historical events. Add them up with their error ranges. Report answer! Defend answer against legitimate critics. Answer is from 5985 to 6830
years. Different assumptions will result in
slightly different answers. Wait until the end of
the world and ask God to verify. Have faith
based on your great estimation process until
then.

3.
Are the evaluation rules consistent with
what is used for opposing arguments
(Inclusive)?
4.

Can it be done again?

5.
What were the starting conditions [Were
they the same everywhere for everything]?

6.
Are known changes considered or assumed away?
7.
Is it a verified linear function? [e.g., One
unit of driving repeatedly results in one unit of
movement. No speeding up or slowing down.]

8.
Can it be measured? Who can do the
reliable measurements at all points?
9.

Is it consumed in use?

When any of these things are not considered
as possible errors, it is not science, it is not
even estimation. It is just quess-timation, or
pure bad choices disguised by hype and hope.
We can know if it’s bad by who or what dies, or
is it too costly or take too much time to reasonably complete.

ARKY’s CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
Questions about Bible trustworthiness, real dinosaur
history, flood evidence, where death & suffering started,
American history? We have answers!

Books/Bibles/DVDs/CDs/Gifts/Crafts

937-256-2759 <> www.arky.org
2002 S. Smithville Rd
At Wayne Avenue
1 mi. South of US 35
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Darwin’s Racism
Charles Darwin says: “With savages, the
weak in body or mind are soon eliminated; and
those that survive commonly exhibit a vigorous
state of health. We civilised men, on the other
hand, do our utmost to check the process of
elimination; we build asylums for the imbecile,
the maimed, and the sick; we institute poorlaws; and our medical men exert their utmost
skill to save the life of every one to the last moment. There is reason to believe that vaccination has preserved thousands, who from a
weak constitution would formerly have succumbed to small-pox. Thus the weak members
of civilised societies propagate their kind. No
one who has attended to the breeding of domestic animals will doubt that this must be
highly injurious to the race of man. It is surprising how soon a want of care, or care wrongly
directed, leads to the degeneration of a domestic race; but excepting in the case of man himself, hardly any one
is so ignorant as to
allow his
worst animals
to
breed.”
(The Descent of
Man
(1871)
p.168-169)

Charles Darwin says: “At some future period,
not very distant as measured by centuries, the
civilized races of man will almost certainly exterminate, and replace the savage races
throughout the world. At the same time the anthropomorphous apes, as Professor Schaaffhausen has remarked, will no doubt be exterminated. The break between man and his nearest
allies will then be wider, for it will intervene between man in a more civilized state, as we may
hope, even than the Caucasian, and some ape
as low as a baboon, instead of as now between the negro or Australian and the gorilla,”
(Charles Darwin, "The Descent of Man", 2nd edition,
New York, A L. Burt Co., 1874, p. 178)

Did you catch the drift of this? Darwin said
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that the evolutionary gradation in his day
was: negro/Australian  gorilla. But as
the
“savage
races”
and
the
“anthropomorphous (man-like) apes” were
destroyed, the evolutionary gap between
men and animals would
be much wider—the span
would go from a more advanced Caucasian to the
baboon.
Evolutionists and all its
originators were racists
from the very beginning.
God says that there is only one race: The Human
Race. And all humans,
both male and female,
have been created in His image and His
likeness.
© Charles E. Brewster, Ph.D. in the Year of Our Lord
Jesus Christ 2016

Image credits: - Aborigine, Blairhe, CC BY-SA 4.0, via
Wikimedia Commons.—Ape, Rufus46, CC BY-SA 3.0,
via Wikimedia Commons
(The Eye—Continued from page 2)

Even the delivery system is well designed
with the source of your tears coming from
the upper outer portion of your eyelid. The
fluid then flows down and across to receptacles at the inner corner of your eye so
you can have a continuous flow of this vital
lubrication.
•

Finally, tears really do have a medicating
property that truly does help you feel better
after a good cry.

So remember to “Fix your eyes upon Jesus,
the author and finisher of your faith”, and the
loving, infinite designer of those wonderful
eyes of yours.
Great online resources for further information on God’s
marvelous design for the eye:
http://creation.com/charles-darwin-vs-the-eye
http://creation.com/refuting-evolution-2-chapter-10argument-irreducible-complexity
http://creation.com/seeing-back-to-front
https://answersingenesis.org/human-body/eyes/theseeing-eye/
http://www.icr.org/article/made-his-image-tiny-partsare-big-players
http://www.icr.org/article/made-his-image-living-lightdetectors
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Created and Made

Thanksgiving

by Henry M. Morris, Ph.D.

by Henry M. Morris, Ph.D.

"These are the generations of the heavens
and of the earth when they were created,
in the day that the Lord God made the
earth and the heavens." (Genesis 2:4)

"Being enriched in every thing to all bountifulness, which causeth through us thanksgiving to God." (2 Corinthians 9:11)

There are two accounts of creation in Genesis,
with the above text marking the dividing point.
In the first (Genesis 1-2:4), the name used for
the Creator is "God" (Hebrew Elohim), and its
termination is the summarizing "signature," as
it were: "These are the generations (Hebrew
toledoth) of the heavens and the earth when
they were created."
The second account (Genesis 2:4-5:1) normally uses the name "LORD God" (Jehovah Elohim) in chapters 2 and 3 (except where the
serpent and Eve used Elohim when she was
being tempted) and then simply "LORD"
(Hebrew Jehovah) in chapter 4. This second
creation account ends with Adam’s signature:
"This is the book of the generations |i.e., toledoth| of Adam."
Critics claim that the two accounts are contradictory. Actually they are complementary, the
second merely giving more details of the
events of the fifth and sixth days of creation
week. The Lord Jesus (who was there as the
Creator!) used them both, quoting from each
(Matthew 19:4-6) at the same time in the same
context.
Note also that "create" (Hebrew bara) is used
seven times in Genesis 1, never in Genesis 24. In that second account, "made" and
"formed" (Hebrew asah, yatsar) are the words
used. Genesis 2:3 stresses the fact that
"create" and "make" are different, when it tells
us that God rested "from all His work which
God created and made." Evidently the verb
"create," which always has the Creator as its
subject, refers to His work in calling entities
into existence; "make" refers to systems constructed (by either God or men) out of previously created entities. The heavens and the
earth were both "created" and "made" (see our
text).
From “Days of Praise” devotional by ICR, February 17,2016. http://www.icr.org/article/5274

The themes of praise and thanksgiving are
very prominent throughout Scripture. The word
"praise" and its derivatives occur over 330
times, and "thanks," with its derivatives, over
150 times. When applied to our relation to
God, "thanks" are given to Him for what He
has done for us, and "praise" for who He is
and what He has done for the whole creation.
If frequency of occurrence were an indicator,
we might conclude that thanksgiving is important and praise-giving is twice as important!
In any case, every Christian believer has a tremendous amount to be thankful for. As in our
text, we have been "enriched in every thing to
all bountifulness," and it is sad to hear so
many complaints and laments coming from
Christians who feel they deserve more and
better than they have already received from
God's good hand.
We are told that the Lord Jesus, instituting the
Lord's supper, gave thanks, all the while knowing that the very elements He was blessing
spoke of His body that would soon be broken
and His blood that would soon be shed. No
wonder, therefore, that the apostle Paul reminds us: "In every thing give thanks: for this
is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning
you" (1 Thessalonians 5:18).
Whether in bountifulness of material blessing
or in the invaluable school of suffering and discipline, we can please God by a thankful heart
and life. A key evidence that a Christian is truly
"filled with the Spirit" is that he or she is habitually "giving thanks always for all things unto
God and the Father in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ" (Ephesians 5:18, 20). May God's
Spirit "cause through us thanksgiving to God!"
ICR Article posted on November 26, 2015.
http://www.icr.org/article/9023/
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(God Think - Continued from page 1)

any form of this definition.
Religion is mankind’s attempt to be like God.
God is the Creator, not god the created.
Adam’s Race is all his children formed from the
moment of creation by God, Adam’s Father.
Splitting one Race into false categories (race,
not people groups) is again mankind trying to
control people, counting some people better
and others worse. This false set of races is not
God’s plan. God is not racist. When He states
He loved the world (that He created, specifically
mankind), He includes everyone. We are many
tribes, nations, and languages, but one race
separated by Sin, deception, and hate.
Lastly, God is not Political. In God’s Word,
governments are given the purpose to subdue
sin and enforce God’s Laws, not make laws
counter to His. The moral law, the Ten Commandments, is the chief law for governments.
Understand how politics inserts bigots into law.
Bigots get elected to change the law of God into the law of man based on natural ethics instead of Godly ethics. Bigots don’t want to be
ruled by the moral law of God. Their hate crime
is hating God and His designs, like marriage.

Politics is the ethics of government. God
wants His believers to influence politics with His
ethics so we can have a Godly government. He
doesn’t want bigots in charge of ethics and by
extension politics and government. His plan is
to wall off ungodly bigots from government influence by keeping His ethics, His followers, in
charge of politics. Politics is how we get candidates to run government. If good, Godly ethics
predominate in politics, governments will follow
suit because we elect godly people at all levels.
This requires decisions based on both Godly
feelings and Godly thinking.

Did YOU renew your Kroger Rewards
Program?
Everyone MUST reregister EVERY APRIL.
Not yet using Kroger Rewards program?
Just register/re-register your Kroger Plus card
at “KROGER.COM” and we automatically get
credited when you use it. Select “The ARK
Foundation of Dayton, Inc” (organization #
81517) when you register.
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Prayer Requests
Please be in prayer for the ministry of the Ark
Foundation.
- For the raising up of someone to become
Vice President of the Ark Foundation
- For direction for Ark Foundation’s future
- For the Lord’s hand on the development of
the new web site.
- For revival in our land
- That Ark Foundation be used in strengthening believers and drawing unbelievers to the
Lord
- New church contacts
- More believers learn about and take advantage of Ark’s resources
- Open up opportunities/locations for presenting seminars and traveling presentations
- More volunteers, financial partners, and prayer partners.
− For each other: that we grow in our love for
the Lord and desire to see others come to
know His love.

WANTED
Someone willing to be Vice
President.
Prefer to have multiple
candidates to share goals
and build leadership team.
Must have basic computer
skills and willing to
learn more.
Need to be willing to become President in 2 - 5
years.

Questions - Call Ron
937-256-2759.
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Kids Korner
Bad Designs?
Couldn’t God have made a world without
harmful designs?
God loaded our universe with incredible designs that we can copy, but not everything
seems designed for good. If God made everything, why do so many animals, like snakes and
lions, have special abilities that help them to
hurt us? Couldn’t God have made a world without harmful designs?
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to pay the penalty for our disobedience. He
provided a way for us to escape the eternal
punishment of sin.

Someday, Jesus will make everything good
again. Pain, death, and sadness will cease
forever!
“And God will wipe away every tear from their
eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying” (Revelation 21:4).
From Answers In Genesis/Kids answers, December 8, 2011, https://answersingenesis.org/
kids/creation/bad-design/

Yes, He could—and did. When God made the
world, He designed it to be perfect (the “very
good” creation He described in the
first chapter
of the Bible,
Genesis 1).
That
good
world is exactly
what
we’d expect
from a perfect
God.
The original
universe had
none of the
bad stuff we
know today.
So,
what
happened?
We did it. We brought all this evil into the world.
Here’s how. The first man, Adam, disobeyed
God, and as a result, the “very good” universe
lost its perfection (Genesis 3). From then on,
bad things began to happen. People got hurt
and died. In fact, the Bible compares our world
now to a person groaning in pain because it’s
not like God made it to be (Romans 8:22).
If someone points out a “bad design,” like sharp
claws on a lion, now you’ll know the truth. God
created everything good, but Adam sinned and
the universe changed. God still had a plan to
make things right. He promised in the Bible that
He would send His Son, Jesus, to put things
right (Isaiah 53). When Jesus came to earth
two thousand years ago, He died on the Cross

Young Eyes and Old Age
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ARKY’s Calendar of Events
(as of 10/1/16)
See more details and complete list at
http://www.arky.org/current/index.htm

*Oct 10, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. Cosmology:
Creation vs. Evolution, LIVE with Kevin
Hadsall, at ARKY's House. This presentation
shows that only the Bible provides a logical
foundation for scientifically understanding the
heavens
- Shows how cosmological evolution fails to
explain the existence of stars while the Bible
provides a solid basis/foundation
- Presents fascinating admissions by evolutionists on how the big bang model fails to explain some of the most basic aspects of the
universe
- Provides an in-depth solution for the distant
starlight "problem"
- Presents irrefutable evidence that is consistent with a "young" universe
Answers questions such as,
- "Didn't evolutionary scientists discover how
stars form naturally?"
- "Doesn't distant starlight prove that the universe is billions of years old?"
- "Doesn't the universe 'look' old?" "Isn't the
big bang solid, proven science?"
Oct 15, 10:00 am to 5:00 pm. Great Concert
Artist: Larnelle Harris with the Chocolate
Festival at Montgomery County Fairgrounds
Coliseum, 1043 South Main Street, Dayton,
OH. “Rhapsody in Chocolate” offers a themed
festival focused on the Roaring 20s. Event
guests will find chocolate and crafts offered by
our festival vendors as they enjoy the sights
and sounds of the roaring 20s. A Kids' Corner
will feature games and a bounce house. The
coliseum stage will showcase the awardwinning Kaleidoscope variety show with guest
artist Larnelle Harris, a member of the Gospel
Music Hall of Fame, the Amateur Radio Hall
of Fame and the Kentucky Music Hall of
Fame. Watch local talent exhibitions on-stage
throughout the day. Free admission and free
parking close to the coliseum make this festival an affordable and enjoyable outing for
everyone. ARKY's Bookstore will have lots of
gift items available for purchase.
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*Nov 14, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. DVD: What You
Aren't Being Told About Astronomy, Volume 3 with Spike Psarris, at ARKY's House.
Our Universe: What is its origin? Did it form in
a Big Bang event billions of years ago? Or are
the heavens consistent with the Biblical account of creation instead? The Big Bang is a
popular creation myth within western culture
today. Not only is there abundant scientific evidence against the Big Bang, the model contradicts itself, and has absurd implications. An
objective evaluation of the evidence does not
support a self-creation of the cosmos; instead,
the heavens declare the glory of God.
*Dec 12, 7:00 pm to 8:35 pm. DVD: What You

Aren't Being Told About Astronomy, Volume 2 with Spike Psarris, at ARKY's House.
We live in a Universe of overwhelming size
and beauty. It contains about 100 billion galaxies, each of which contains about 100 billion
stars. Did you know that according to the secular model, none of them should exist? In this
video, you'll see how recent discoveries contradict the naturalistic view of history. You'll
hear the words of secular astronomers, as
they admit that their models fail to explain the
contents of the Universe. You'll discover evidence for design in the heavenly bodies. And
you'll see over 130 breathtaking photographs,
videos, and graphics from NASA and other
sources, revealing some of the most beautiful
objects in the Universe. The Bible tells us that
God created the heavens for His own purposes.
Viewing the Universe in light of Scripture gives us
tremendous insight into His majesty, His character,
and what He has done for us. Discover how stars
and galaxies proclaim the glory of their Creator!

Note Asterisk (*) Indicates regular ARK
meeting at ARKY’s House, 2002 S Smithville
Rd, Dayton, OH. One mile South of US 35,
just past Wayne Ave.
Park on side.
Ph: (937) 256-ARKY.
The ARK monthly meeting is every 2nd Monday of the month. The ARK bookstore is open
30 minutes before and after the meeting.
Membership NOT required to attend
meetings!
- Get the latest "CURRENT
EVENTS" on the web at http://www.arky.org.
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ARK Supporter Benefits

Is it time for you to renew?
Please check the date above
your name and address. If the
date has past or coming up
soon, please renew today.
Be an ARK Supporter!
Name:________________________________
Addr: ________________________________
City, ST ZIP: __________________________
Ph: ___-____-_______ Work:____ - _______
Email: _______________________________
Church: ______________________________
City/Zip: _____________________________
Membership Amount : $ _______________
Gift Amount :
$ _______________
Total Enclosed:
$________________
Building Pledge: $ _______ per _________

Membership:__One__Spousal__Family

ARK individual membership is only
$25/year ($30 couple, $40 family). To

receive this newsletter quarterly
for free, please complete the
address form and put "Jesus" in
amount. (Please include mailing
label, if you are renewing.)

ARKY's Bookstore

Bookstore hours manned by
volunteers are:

Tuesday 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm;
Thursday 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm;
Saturday 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm;
OTHER TIMES BY APPOINTMENT

S Smithville Rd

$5,255.25 1. 30% discount: minimum on
all purchases;
Receipts
2. Quarterly newsletter: ARK
Memberships
members receive news and
/Newsletters 1,155.00 expansion plans;
Donations
450.00 3. National support: 10% of
Kroger Promotion
194.36 supporters’ general donations is
Maintenance Fund
4,245.00 given to Answers in Genesis, our
Misc
9.63 voluntary support for a national
creation
science
ARK Speaker Gifts
0.00 Biblical
organization;
Projects
0.00
Special Events /Banquet 0.00 4. Webpage: www.arky.org
provides
logical,
Biblical
Equipment Sold
100.00 information to a world saturated
Reimbursed
13.88 with an unbiblical, ill-suited
Non-Tax Sales
585.56 naturalism for the needs of
Taxable Sales
7,477.43 people;
Sales tax collected
536.41 5. Monthly ARK meetings:
Total
14,767.27 interesting speakers or DVD
program on a variety of subjects,
provided
FREE
to
the
Disbursements
community;
Newsletter/CC
96.00
6. Major speaker programs:
Projects
0.00 sponsored into the area or
Web
310.00 promoted by ARK;
Equipment
35.99 7. Local ARK speakers:
Speaking/Events
26.46 available for community and
Tithes&Gifts
250.00 church events;
Reimbursed
0.00 8.
Encouragement
and
Advertising
0.00 Answers: for belief in the
Library
0.00 Biblical Creator;
Leadership
training:
Improvements
0.00 9.
periodically
opportunity
to learn
Exhibiting
1,437.48
how to serve in your church or
Inventory
4,665.46 school or study group;
Sales Tax Paid
722.07
10. Public materials: make
Office
124.55 available Creation resources –
Telephone
570.63 books, audios, and DVDs to
Supplies
398.33 public;
Insurance
1,543.00 11. Lending library: by mail or
Professional Fees
183.66 at ARKY house for supporters;
Misc.
295.11 12. Bookstore available: during
hours
and
by
Utilities
1,462.70 regular
appointment;
Maintenance
99.00
Total
12,220.44 13. Bookstore honors specials:
Balance 8/30/16
7,802.08 when offered by AiG, ICR, and
WallBuilder if items are in stock.
Balance 1/1/16
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Lord, You alone are Truth. Help us pass it on.
Your best advertizement is your truth tellers.
PASS ON NEWSLETTER
Email: arkfoundation@arky.org
Web: www.arky.org
PO Box 20069, Dayton, OH 45420-0069 Ph: (937) 256-ARKY

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Please Renew Your Subscription Early and save us added expenses!

October ARKY Store Promotion
Bring in your church bulletin
for that week on Tuesday,
Thursday, or Saturday from
1:00 pm until 5:00 pm. You
will receive a 25% discount on
regular priced items and an
additional 10% on previously
reduced books up to 50%. We
have many, many books reduced 20% to 50%!

At the Manger
University of Dayton Libraries presentation of Nativities
from over 100 countries for
your viewing: Nativity Traditions From Around The
World. Don’t
miss it. Starts
November 26,
2016 thru January 8, 2017,
but closed if
the University
is closed.

